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I’m quite interested in positive psychology (TIME magazine calls it “The science of 
happiness”). I’ve started a website to provide happiness ELT activity downloads. The 
URL is www.ELTandHappiness.com 
 
Here are ways you can use those activities to supplement the books in the English 
Firsthand series. Activities marked “*” are in the “10 minutes for happiness” 
section. These are short warm-up/cool down tasks.  
 
You’ll note that some of the tasks I suggest with more than one book. That’s 
because they are personalized and fairly open. So students can do them at a variety 
of levels. The easiest way to find specific tasksheets is to use the search box in the 
top, right corner of the website. 
 
Hope you and your students enjoy these.  
 

English Firsthand Access: (only a few. Most of 
the activities on the website are at a higher level than Access.)  
Any time: I really appreciate…, Savoring fluency activity. Energy 
Breaks (on the “take care of your health and your body” page) 
Unit 1 (Introductions) Smile*, Balloon Toss  
Unit 5 (Family) My Family* 
Unit 12 (Future) Good times ahead  
End of the school year: An award for you 
 
 

English Firsthand Success: 
Ongoing – Happiness Journal 
Before school breaks or the end of term: Good times 
ahead.  
After school breaks: 5 photos 
Any time: I really appreciate…, Savoring fluency activity. Energy 
Breaks (on the “take care of your health and your body” page) 
December/January – My top 5*, My Gratitude List 

Warm-up on test days: (something a little unusual to “lighten up” and deal with 
stress: Positive self-talk neck massage circles, Smile writing, Eat a blueberry with 
mindfulness, Laughter yoga notes 
Unit 1 (Introductions) Smile*,  Balloon Toss  
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Unit 2 (Fashion) Compliments* 
Unit 3 (Health/Happiness) Happiness dictation, Health* (or save Health for unit 11 

[modals]), 5 photos, I really appreciate.... Note that this pairwork introduces major 
ideas from positive psychology. 

You may want to substitute Happiness Dictation for the pairwork (the content is the 
same). Or follow up the unit with Happiness haiku task  

Unit 4 (directions) Random acts of kindness* [many of the ideas are in the 
imperative so it matches the grammar]. Related to “Random acts” is Choco Ninja. 
Human Robots (imperatives)   

Unit 5 (Describing things) Positive words* 1 or 2, Three good things happened today, 
Enjoyment makes sense 

Unit 6 (Future) Good times ahead, Savoring fluency activity.   
Review unit  Happiness Haiku, Savoring fluency activity.    
Unit 7 (Past) Someone special*, My top five*, Forgive* Gratitude letter, I felt wonderful, 3 

good things, Hardwire Happiness. 
Unit 8 (Animals/nature) Good things right now* [this doesn’t actually tie in with the 

unit. But unit 8 is the only unit without a clear happiness tie in. Good things right 
now is a good activity so I put it here). 

Unit 9 (Abilities) Thank you to the world*, Smile writing (like one of the items in the 
pairwork.) Smile writing is located in the “Take care of your body” section.  I really 
appreciate… 

Unit 10 (likes/dislikes; gerund/infinitive) Feels so good.  
Unit 11 (Rules/modals) Health* 
Unit 12 (Stories, sequences) Someone special* 
End of the year: An award for you 

 

English Firsthand 1 
Ongoing – Happiness Journal 
Any time: I really appreciate…, Savoring fluency activity. Energy 
Breaks (on the “take care of your health and your body” page) 
Before school breaks or the end of term: Good times 
ahead.  
December/January – My top 5*, My Gratitude List 
Warm-up on test days: (something a little unusual to 

“lighten up” and deal with stress: Positive self-talk neck massage circles, Smile writing, 
Experiencing a blueberry, Laughter yoga notes  

Unit zero: Smile*, Balloon Toss and/or Happiness dictation  (If you use Happiness 
dictation here, considering following it up with Happiness Haiku. This can either be 
a week or so later to reinforce the ideas, or quite a while later [e.g., during the 
mid-book review unit] to remind them. Happiness Haiku deals with the same 
content as the dictation, but requires deeper thinking by the students.) 

Unit 1 (Introductions) Smile* 
Unit 2 (descriptions/family) Compliments*, positive words*, My family*, Thank you 

letter to someone in your family* 
Unit 3 (routine) Good things right now.* 3 good things happened today. 
Unit 4 (homes/prepositions of place) (no special suggestion [prepositions are not 

particularly J or L] Use one of the previous suggestions not used before)  
Unit 5 (directions) Random acts of kindness (the connection is grammar – most are 

imperatives), Human robots. 

 



Unit 6 (past)  My top 5*. Forgive*, Someone special*, Moving on*, I felt wonderful, 3 
good things, I really appreciate…, Hardwire Happiness. 

Review Unit Happiness Haiku, Savoring fluency activity 
Unit 7 (abilities/interests) Make it stronger, You’re a good student, aren’t you? 
Unit 8 (invitations) (no special suggestion, use one of the previous suggestions you 

didn’t use before.) 
Unit 9 (future) Good times ahead, (smile) x 3 + 3 +3, I really appreciate… 
Unit 10 (shopping) (No special suggestion)  
Unit 11 (instructions) Human Robots (imperatives)  
Unit 12 (music) Feels so good. An award for you  

English Firsthand 2 
Before school breaks or the end of term: Good times 
ahead.  
Any time: I really appreciate…, Savoring fluency activity. Energy 
Breaks (on the “take care of your health and your body” page) 
December/January – My top 5*, My Gratitude List 
Warm-up on test days: something a little unusual to 
“lighten up” and deal with stress: Positive self-talk neck massage 
circles, Smile writing, Eat a blueberry with mindfulness.  

Unit zero: Smile*, Balloon Toss and/or Happiness dictation, 5 photos 
Unit 1 (introductions) Smile*, 3 good things happened today. 
Unit 2 (emotion) Compliments*, positive words* Laughter yoga notes. Note that the 

Real Stories (p. 27) is about laugher yoga. The handout on the web site gives you 
instructions for introducing laughter yoga exercises to your students.  There are 
also posters about Health benefits of laughter and 10 reasons to smile in the 
“Posters” section of the website.” 

Unit 3 (going places [comparatives]) (No special suggestion. Use one of the other 
activities you haven’t used before.) 

Unit 4 (interests [comparatives/superlatives] Positive words #2  [because they are 
strong words, so tie into superlatives meaning-wise if not grammatically) 

Unit 5 (reasons) – Thank you to the world*, Savoring fluency activity 
Unit 6 (culture) - Thank you to the world* [if not done for #5), Savoring wabi sabi, My 

gratitude list (students often list things from their culture).  
Review Unit Happiness Haiku, Savoring fluency activity,  
Unit 7 (past) My top 5*, Forgive*, Hardwire Happiness, My gratitude list (if not used 

for unit 6). I felt wonderful. Gratitude letter is the same as the content of Real 
Stories (p. 71). The handout from the website might make it easier for the 
students to actually give their letter to the person they write about since there is 
a section where they explain, in their first language, that it is something they did 
at school. 

Unit 8 (making plans) Good times ahead 
Unit 9 (advice) Health* 
Unit 10 (Stories) Feels so good, Someone special.  
Unit 11 (opinions) Random acts of kindness*, Good advice* 
Unit 12 (Future plans/dreams/goals),  
End of the year: An award for you, Our stories 
 

I  wish you and your students success and great happiness. --  Marc  
 

 



Sample positive psychology-based 
activities in English Firsthand  
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LISTENING Tell me about your family. 5UN
IT

1  LISTENING FOR GENERAL INFORMATION:  FAMILY RELATIONSHIPS  
Listen. Which family member is the speaker talking about? Number the pictures 1–4. There is 1 extra.

 5-2 – 5-5

3   ABOUT YOU 
Listen. First write the questions. Then answer the questions.

1. In your family, who is _________________________? ______________________________________________.

2. In your family, who is _________________________? ______________________________________________.

3. In your family, who is _________________________? ______________________________________________.

Ask your partner the questions.

 5-6

2 LISTENING FOR SPECIFIC INFORMATION:  DESCRIPTIONS   
Listen again. What does the speaker say about the family? Write the word. Use these words. There are 2 extra.

1. _______________
2. _______________

3. _______________
4. _______________

happy
friendly

funny
nice

smart
patient
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PAIR WORK A The Science of Happiness 3UN
IT

1  PREPARE
Grammar Target  ¨ Imperatives for advice
Practice the grammar for the Communicate activity. Write the missing words. Then listen to check.

 3-8

T_ _ _  me how to be happy. �� R_ _ _ _ _ _ _  good things in your life. 

That’s good advice. �� M_ _ _  a list of those good things.    

Great idea! �� R_ _ _  that list every night.

EX
TR

A• OUTCOME
 Do you and B have the same happiness goals?   
 Which ones?

CHALLENGE
Close your book. Can you remember 
all 8 habits? Which will you do fi rst?

2 COMMUNICATE
• THINK TIME   
 Positive psychology is the study of happy people. Read the PINK sentences to yourself.

• TALK TO B
 Read the PINK sentences to B. B will write them. Then B will read the GREEN sentences. Listen to B. 
 Write the missing words. 
 • Next, with B, think of some “happiness goals.” Write them in the YELLOW box. 

1 Remember _____________ in your life. 
So many nice things happen. Remember them.

good things

2 Do kind things. 
Kindness really does make you happy.

3 Say “_____________” to people who help you.
So many people help you. Tell them. 

4 Take time for your friends and family. 
These are the most important people in your life. Let them know.

5 _____________ people who _____________. 
Forgive. If you don’t, you carry the problem.

6 Take care of your health. 
A healthy body gives you a happy mind.

7 Notice good things when _____________. 
Think about good events as they take place.

8 Learn to work with your problems and stress. 
Everyone has problems. Find ways to get past them. 

How do you 
spell (that)?

MAKE A LIST EVERY WEEK:

This week’s goals:    
_____________________________________
_____________________________________

Say ________________________________  
 
To who? For what?
_____________________________________ 
What will you do? 
_____________________________________

Who? For what?
_____________________________________

Eat healthy food. What else?
_____________________________________

3 good things in your life right now:
* _________________________________
* _________________________________ 
* _________________________________

Try ________________________________
_____________________________________
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GROUP WORK Talk about a time…

1  PRONUNCIATION MODEL:  UNSTRESSED WORDS   
Listen. Repeat silently. Notice the unstressed words. Then repeat out loud.

I’ll talk about a time I was very happy. I went on a school trip.   
We saw some interesting things. Then something bad happened to us.
We got lost. We had to ask for directions.

 6-9

PREPARE
Look at these ideas. Check (9) at least 4 you want to talk about. Prepare at least 3 sentences for each.

2

(are)
very happy

(buy)
something 

expensive

(hear)
wonderful news

(go)
to a wedding or 

funeral

(make)
someone happy

(tell)
a lie

(speak)
English for the 

fi rst time

(feel)
sad or afraid

(get)
a special present

(fi nd)
something

(lose)
something 
important

(cry)

(are)
in a game or 

contest

(wear)
unusual or special 

clothes

(take)
a long trip

(laugh)
a lot

(are)
angry

(see)
someone famous

(do)
something stupid

(eat)
something strange

COMMUNICATE
Work in groups of 3. 
• Choose an idea someone checked. 
• Change the (verb) to the past.
• Start with this sentence: I’ll talk about a time I   (verb in the past)   ...
• The story must have at least 3 sentences. 
• Partners, ask questions.
• Want extra practice? Try shadowing your partners.

3

Pardon me?

HOW DID I DO? /  -
•  I talked and asked about past experiences.     1  2  3  4
•  I used many irregular verbs.    1  2  3  4
•  I was successful in communication.    1  2  3  4
Fill out the Group Work chart on page 108.

EX
TR

A

FINISHED? CHOOSE ONE:
• Task Recycling 
 Change groups. Do the activity again. Do you 
 want to choose the same or different questions? 
• Vocabulary Review 
 How many present and past tense verbs can 
 you say?
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My Unusual ClubREAL STORIES 2UN
IT

1 DEVIN’S STORY 
Devin is a member of an unusual club. Read the story. Guess the missing words.

3 YOUR STORY
Devin talked about a way of dealing with stress. 
Describe a way that you deal with sadness or stress. 
Write about it. Use Devin’s story as a model.
Now work in groups of 3 or 4. 
Present your way to deal with sadness or stress.

I used to get depressed. Not anymore. Can you guess why? Laughter yoga! I’m a n___________ of a laughter 
yoga club. Every Sunday, we o____________ at a park. When we meet up, fi rst we make a big circle and then 
start laughing. What’s so funny? Nothing! We laugh for no p____________.

Laughter yoga was q____________ in India by a medical doctor. Now there are over 5,000 laughter yoga clubs 
in more than 50 countries.

Laughter yoga combines laughter exercises with yoga breathing. This brings more oxygen to the r___________ 
and the brain, making you feel more energetic and healthy. Your body doesn’t know the difference between 
fake and s____________ laughter. Any laughing is good for you both mentally and t____________. It’s fun too.

Want to try it? Stand in a u____________ with some friends. Start by clapping 1-2, 1-2-3. As you do this, say, 
“Ho. Ho. Ha! Ha! Ha!” This next part is very v____________: Make eye contact as you do it. 
Pretty soon, everyone will be laughing. Ho. Ho. Ha! Ha! Ha! Ho. Ho. Ha! Ha! Ha!

Even if you weren’t happy when you started, you will be as soon as you 
do w_____________.

member

2 THINK ABOUT THE  STORY  
Now answer these questions about the story. 

1. Why does laughter yoga work even when the laughter is not real? __________________________________
2. How do you do laughter yoga? What are the steps? _______________________________________________
3. Would you like to join this group in the park? Why or why not? _____________________________________
4. When you are unhappy, what do you do to feel happy? _____________________________________________

Complete the sentences. Use these words. There are 2 extra.

Listen and check your answers. 2-10

Why does laughter yoga work even when the laughter is not real? __________________________________

body
diffi cult

important
member

real
started

circle
go

meet
physically

reason
this

pearsonelt.com/englishfi rsthand

 PRESENTATION MODEL
How to talk about emotions

EX
TR

A

Try the Extra Listening for Unit 2, page 114. 
Check your progress. Go to Assessment for Learning for Units 1 + 2, page 131.
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1 MARC’S STORY 
“Gratitude” means saying “thank you.” Read this gratitude letter. Marc wrote it 
to the principal of his high school. Guess the missing words.

Dear Principal Stephens,

This is a gratitude letter. I want to say thank you for the huge difference you made
in my n____________. 

Many years ago, I was a o____________ at Lincoln High. You were the principal. 
One day, you called me into your p____________. I remember feeling scared! 
However, you just wanted to give me some advice. You said, “Marc, you should 
think about being a q____________.” This was the fi rst time anyone ever told me that.

So I took a child development class, and when I was a senior, I spent time
r____________ at an elementary school as a teacher’s aide. After that, I went
to university and majored in education. One thing leads to another, and now,
many years later, I’m a s____________ at a university in Japan. I write textbooks
and lead teacher workshops around the t____________. I am one of those
u____________ people whose job touches people’s lives. And I owe this to you.
You were the one who aimed me in this v____________. For that, I want to say 
w____________.

Sincerely, 

My Gratitude Letter 7UN
ITREAL STORIES

2

3

THINK ABOUT THE  STORY  
Now answer these questions about the story. 
1. Find a word in the text which means “to show thanks.” _______________________________________   
2. What did Marc’s principal suggest to Marc? ___________________________________________________
3. Which is easier: writing “a gratitude letter” or making “a gratitude phone call”? Which is better? Why?   
 ____________________________________________________________________________________________ 
4. If you were going to write a gratitude letter, who would you write it to? Why?
 _____________________________________________________________________________________________

YOUR STORY
Who has really helped you? Write this person a gratitude letter.
Use Marc’s letter as a model.
Work in groups of 3 or 4. Then talk about the person you wrote to.

Complete the sentences. Use these words. There are 2 extra.

Listen and check your answers. 7-10

direction
life

offi ce
student

thank you
work

great
lucky

professor
teacher

volunteering
world

life

 PRESENTATION MODEL
How to talk about feelings

pearsonelt.com/englishfi rsthand

EX
TR

A

Try the Extra Listening for Unit 7, page 119. 
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1

3

SONJA’S STORY 
Sonja is a university student. Read about what she is studying. Guess the missing words.

YOUR STORY
Keep a “happiness journal.” For one week, record 5 to 6 good experiences. 
When you refl ect, you can use the phrase If I hadn’t… , I would have… .
Work in groups of 3 or 4. Present your ideas on being happy.  

2 THINK ABOUT THE  STORY  
Now answer these questions about the story. 

1. Do you think Sonja practices positive psychology? Which words suggest this?
 ______________________________________________________________________ 
2. “Remember good things” and “Notice good things” are different. Explain the difference.
 ______________________________________________________________________
3. If you followed these suggestions, would you always be happy? Explain your answer. 
 ______________________________________________________________________
4. Which of these ideas do you want to try? What will you do? When?
 ______________________________________________________________________

The Science of HappinessREAL STORIES 9UN
IT

At university, I’m learning about positive psychology. It’s the study of
n____________ people. It’s called “the science of happiness.” Here are some 
great suggestions based on what o____________ know about happy people.

• Do kind things. Make p____________ people happy. You’ll be happy too.

• Say “thank you.” It’s q____________.

• Let family and friends know you care about r____________ because 
 they care about you!

• Forgive people who make you feel bad. Just let it go!

• Take care of your health. You know what’s s____________ for you.

• Notice good things when they happen. Live in the t____________, 
 not always in the past or the future.

• Learn ways to deal with problems. u____________ has problems. Move past them.

• Set v____________. What do you want to do this month? This year? In fi ve years?

• Remember the good things in your life. Write them down
 so you can read about them w____________.

I like to write good things down in my “Happiness Journal.”
Yesterday I wrote: “Sunday—I walked for one hour and
I noticed some fl owers near my house I hadn’t seen before.
Also, I kept to my diet today. I didn’t eat any snack food — yay!”

everyone
other
scientists
polite

happy
goals
good
later

present
important
them
day

Listen and check your answers. 9-10

Complete the sentences. 
Use these words. There are 2 extra.

 PRESENTATION MODEL
How to talk about good experiences

pearsonelt.com/englishfi rsthand

happy

EX
TR

A

Try the Extra Listening for Unit 9, page 121. 
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Plus lots of fluency-building pair work and group work for engaged 
student communication. 
We need to update the adage the “happiness comes from within.” 
As Dr. Jonathan Haidt* points out, “happiness comes from between.”  

   *The Happiness Hypothesis 
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